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Commuter Camp Rules

1. **Campers must account for their whereabouts at all times.** They must be in the presence of a counselor or instructor; or must have received permission from a counselor or instructor to be at a specific location. Wandering around on or off campus will not be tolerated!

2. Loud, boisterous, disorderly, or abusive behavior will not be allowed. This includes, but is not limited to: foul language, pushing, shoving, and wrestling. Running, jumping, ball bouncing, and floor hockey are prohibited in the dining center, campus hallways, and classrooms.

3. Amplified music must not be played out the windows, nor be loud enough to disturb others.

4. The following behaviors are not only prohibited, but may incur additional expenses to the camper, and may result in denial of privileges or camp attendance:
   - Tampering with the elevators
   - Tampering with safety or security equipment (i.e. fire alarms, extinguishers, smoke detectors, etc.)
   - Yelling out of the windows or throwing objects from the windows
   - Interfering with other groups on campus
   - Harassing anyone

5. **Respect for other campers' property is a must!** Do not take or use property owned by someone else without their prior permission.

6. **The use of drugs, alcohol, or tobacco is strictly forbidden.** Violation of this rule will result in immediate dismissal without a refund.

7. Campers who need to leave campus for any reason during scheduled camp hours must present a written note from a parent/guardian stating the time/date for dismissal, the location the camper will be picked up from, and when the camper will return to campus. Forms will be provided.

8. Campers are requested to wear their name tags at all times while on campus.

9. Use of elevators:
   - Do not overload
   - Misuse of controls will cause elevator to lock
   - If elevators are misused, counselors will be instructed to lock them and stairways will have to be used instead.
10. Campers, if responsible, will be charged for any damage or destruction of University property. Parents/guardians will be billed for the damage.

11. Campers are responsible for their instruments. Instruments must be locked in designated classrooms, or instructor offices while not in use. All equipment and materials should be marked appropriately.

12. Instruments are not to be played in the dining center or any other buildings or classrooms not specifically designated for rehearsals and instruction.

13. UMD is not equipped to deal with major medical emergencies. UMD Health Services will be open for minor emergency and health situations during normal business hours. If an emergency should occur, counselors and/or instructors will determine if a hospital visit is necessary and will transport the camper appropriately.

14. Campers are required to complete the Covid-19 screening form when first registering and will be checked for symptoms by counselors upon daily arrival.

15. Except for the evening concerts and closing ceremonies/concerts on Thursday and Friday, only students who are registered for the camp may participate in the camp concerts.

16. In case of an emergency, the following telephone numbers are provided:

Mark Whitlock - (218) 726-6124 or (218) 340-8759
UMD Music Department - (218) 726-8208
Summer Housing Information Desk - (218) 726-7381
UMD Campus Police - (218) 726-7000 (also through 911)